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Overview 

1.  CCS and EU climate policy 
2.  Why now 
3.  Strategic value of ICCS 
4.  Opportunities to shape debate and 

and accelerate action 



Where next for EU climate politics? 
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Industrial CCS to date 

Industrial CCS was included in NER300 process: 
-  ULCOS steel project withdrawn at last minute, despite 

offer of French government co-funding 
-  Green Hydrogen defeated by funding process 
-  But no other CCS projects funded either 

 
But focus of policy has been on power sector: 

-  Logic of emissions trading and pursuit of efficiency 
-  If cost per T/CO2 is driver, start with lignite, then coal, 

gas much later, and industry at end 
-  Smaller scale = higher costs 
-  So start with power sector, and then bring in industry 

 
 



But reality has bitten... 

Economic crisis and collapse of carbon price 
 
Lack of business case for CCS from carbon pricing alone 
 
Recognition that investors also consider capital and 
operating costs / revenues – hence UK’s move to 
Contracts for Difference for electricity 
 
Public opposition to CCS in some member states – why 
support dirty coal and lignite? 
 
Difficult politics! What value from supporting CCS? 



Meanwhile... 

USA and Canada constructing CCS projects – including 
on hydrogen, biofuels, gas processing 
 
Gorgon LNG project in Australia 
 
Series of Chinese studies and pilot projects 
 
No comparable overarching climate policy in these 
countries, but practical actions making CCS happen... 
 
Clear that Europe needs to rethink CCS strategy 



IEA and Clean Energy Ministerial 



Availability of capture technologies 



Proliferation of Industry Roadmaps:  
UK Cement sector 



ZEP report on CCS for iron & steel, 
cement, refining and chemicals 



A new story for CCS? 

CCS remains essential for tackling climate change – 
particularly for  many industrial sectors 
 
Cost reduction for CCS as a whole requires accelerated 
action on CO2 transport and storage – can industrial 
applications provide CO2 more speedily? 
 
We need a value proposition not costs imposition! 

-  Job retention and creation 
-  Low-carbon industrial output for transition to renewables 
-  Greatly improved chances of public acceptability 
-  Negative carbon emissions from industry / biomass 
-  CO2 utilisation opportunities 
-  Low-carbon competitiveness will mean reducing carbon as 

well as reducing costs 

 
 



Moving EU CCS policy forward 

White paper on 2030 Framework by end of 2013 – what 
role for CCS? 
 
Response to CCS Consultation – what specific policies 
and incentives? 
 
European Parliament own initiative report –reshaping the 
political debate towards industry. 
 
Launch of Horizon 2020, first call for 2014-2015:  

-  Industrial Capture (including biomass) 
-  Storage 

Practical actions make a difference. Politics of CCS 
needs to recreate momentum, and build out 
opportunities. From ‘efficiency’ to outcomes. 



Scotland Europa 



1st October workshops 
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